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» BEL+T (Built Environments Learning + Teaching) group … +

+

ABP / BEL+T

» BEL+T and the DIA

msd.unimelb.edu.au/belt/abp-teaching-toolbox/onlineteaching-and-learning

BEL+T designs a DIAgram
… a relational framework
for teaching online
distancedesigneducation.com

ABP / BEL+T

(judgement in a context)
Support student engagement
Include formative feedback
Positive enculturation
Developing evaluative framework
Intrinsic to curriculum design
Suitable for institutional processes
Recognise student achievement
(Boud, Sadler, Visser …)

ABP / BEL+T

» (+) Smaller ‘bites’
» (+) Multiple perspectives
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» (+) Better feedback and records of review
» (~) Supporting equity
» (~) Minimising stress at a distance
» (?) Considering data security and integrity

7
Good
Hard
Questions

» (?) Keeping the baby but not the bathwater
ABP / BEL+T

» (+) Smaller ‘bites’
Intrinsic to curriculum design
Support student engagement

Smaller weighted assessments
(multiple low stakes)
Alignment with learning activities
(eg pres + quiz)
Redesign role in a pedagogy design
(interactions + influences)

ABP / BEL+T

» (+) Multiple perspectives
Support student engagement
Include formative feedback

… students providing ‘peer
critique’ as persona clients

ABP / BEL+T

» (+) Better feedback and records of review
Positive enculturation
Developing evaluative framework
Inherent to curriculum design
Suitable for institutional processes

From a design review to
designed environments
for reviews …

ABP / BEL+T

» (+) Better feedback and records of review
OPTION 1. (ECHO360)

PREPARATION

CANVAS MEDIA
ASSIGNMENTS
Create an assessment which
requires students to upload a
Media File using ECHO360.

CANVAS DISCUSSION BOARD

ONLINE WHITEBOARDS

CANVAS
ASSIGNMENTS
Assessment task
where only Media
Files can be
submitted will need to
be setup in CANVAS
Submission Type:
<Online>

+

OR

ASYNCHRONOUS
DISCUSSION

PRESENTATION PREP.
Prepare remaining
assessment requirements as
appropriate digital file (e.g.
PDF, JEPG, PNG)

ONLINE WHITEBOARDS

+

ECHO360
External panellists/guest crits can view recorded presentations via the
link pasted on:
CANVAS Discussion Board OR Online Whiteboard OR
Provided via email sent by the Subject Coordinator and/or Tutor
Access to ECHO360 videos can be granted to users without a
UniMelb Account.

+

Students to upload
their panels/ slides
onto the digital white
board before the
presentation.
e.g. MIRO

Formal feedback
from guest crits
can be provided
via functions
available through
the online
whiteboard
planforms.

OR

ONLINE WHITEBOARD
External panellists/guest crits can view digital panels/slides/files
can be viewed via the link pasted on:
CANVAS Discussion Board
OR
Online Whiteboard
OR
Provided via email sent by the Subject Coordinator and/or Tutor

ONLINE WHITEBOARD
Dialogue between presenting students and reviewers can be
conducted whilst referencing work via an online whiteboard platform.

ONLINE WHITEBOARDS

Peer-to-Peer
feedback can
be provided via
functions available
through the
online whiteboard
planforms.

+

Access to online
whiteboard platforms to
be provided to external
panelists/guest
critiques.

+

SYNCHRONOUS
DISCUSSION

CRITICAL PANEL:
THE EVENT ITSELF

+

DOWNLOAD

Access to online
whiteboard platforms to
be provided to external
panelists/guest critiques.

REVIEW & FEEDBACK

STUDENT ROLE

Built Environment Learning and Teaching Group (BEL+T)
Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning
The University of Melbourne

External Panelist

DIGITAL FILES
PRESENTATION
PREP.
Students to
pre-record
presentations as
a media file
(e.g. MP4)

UPLOAD

Studio leader/s

SUBJECT COORDINATOR / LECTURER / TUTOR ROLE

Student

NOTE:
Hyperlnks to further information and guidance have been inserted into the file.

KEY

OPTION 2.

VIDEO FILES

SUBMISSION

Melbourne
School of Design
Faculty of Architecture,
Building and Planning

EXTERNAL PANELIST / GUEST CRIT ROLE

Positive enculturation
Developing evaluative
framework
Suitable for institutional
processes

From a design review to designed
environments for reviews …

EMAIL

Peer-to-Peer
feedback can be
sent individually to
sent to tutor’s via
email for tutor’s to
then redistribute
back to relevant
students.

Formal feedback
from guest crits
can be sent to
tutor’s via email
for tutor’s to
then redistribute
back to relevant
students.

Subject
coordinators and/
or tutors may
opt to provide
individual
feedback to
students via
email with rubrics
attached.
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» (~) Supporting equity

Hard

Data access and
managing distance
(+ time differences)

Back ups
Back ups +
Back ups …

ABP / BEL+T

» (~) Minimising stress at a distance
Assessment is stressful
Small ‘course communities’

(as well as)
Study concerns
Health concerns
Social isolation
Financial concerns

Casual café hour / drop-in sessions
as spaces to question and listen to
others
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ABP / BEL+T

» (?) Considering data security and integrity

Risks of the free …

ABP / BEL+T

» (?) Keeping the baby but not the bathwater

… (don’t throw the baby out)

New . Untested . Needing energy, focus, development . Growing

ABP / BEL+T

» (?) Keeping the baby but not the bathwater

(testing)

Multiple, flexible, engaging activities
Opportunities for peer connection
Mental health awareness
Links to the broader / professional community through learning

ABP / BEL+T

» (+) Smaller ‘bites’
» (+) Multiple perspectives
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» (+) Better feedback and records of review
» (~) Supporting equity
» (~) Minimising stress at a distance
» (?) Considering data security and integrity

7
Good
Hard
Questions

» (?) Keeping the baby but not the bathwater
ABP / BEL+T

w: msd.unimelb.edu.au/belt
e: abp-belt@unimelb.edu.au
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